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1. Working Principle 
The managing platform is a mediation module to set up managing policies and distribute to endpoint 
devices or smart devices, to register client devices to servers, and to manage and maintain the 
contacts between. 
 
1.1 System Compositions 

i. Client management 
Given different hardwares and requirements, the type of client management varies; please contact 
our product manager to verify your type. 
 

ii.  Web and console end management 
Access to administrative page through browsers 

 
1.2 Managing methods 

i. Managing devices by group on the platform 
Attribute devices to different groups, sorting by structures, locations or any logic adjusted to the 
mission. Device groups can be established singularly or by batch based upon users’ need.

 

ii.  Manage devices automatically and massively 
Impose administrative policies to all the devices in a specific group. Automatically and massively 
apply updates once new policies are dispatched. 

 
 
 



1.3  How to operate 
The main tool bar is situated at the top left corner of the page. 

 

Log out button is situated at the top right corner of the page. 

 
Language preference is at the bottom with the options of English, Mandarin, Spanish, Japanese, and 
Korean.  

 
i. Create a device group and subgroup. 

 

 

ii. Setup and distribute administrative policies. 

 



 

 
iii. Installation 
The managing client varies based on different requirements; please contact our product 
manager to verify your model first. 
 
Install a client, Run, and Activate device administration. 
 
For instance: premium_signed.apk 

 





 



 



iv. Device Enrollment 
Run client software on device, click “code scanning”, and scan QR code or key in 
registry code to register. 

 
 
2.  Network architecture of the system 
2.1 Network architecture diagram 

 
2.2  Network protocols and ports 
Protocols: TCP  
Ports: 9090, 9000, 1883, 1884 
 
3. System Functions 
3.1  Homepage 
Log in to the homepage to view system log and some overall status check. 

 
 
3.2 Password change 
Click “administrator” button on the top right to change password and submit to finish. 



 

 

3.3 Device 
Click different buttons at top right of the page to manage device functions. 

 
Device list is on the left, click a relevant device list to see all the devices attributes and functions 
included. 



 

 

 
From left to right: Device List, Enroll a Device, Device Location, Device Search, Reports, Send 
Messages, Import Groups, Rename, Delete, View Logs, Create a Subgroup. 
 
3.4 Device information 
Click a specific device to see details or to operate by clicking the buttons on the top right. 

 

 
 
From left to right: Device info, View Logs, Apps List, Location, Rename, Delete, Print Screen, Send 
Messages, Restart, Wipe, Remote Control, and Close. 
 
3.5 Device Enrollment 
 
Acquire Registry Code  
Under Devices directory, choose a device group on the left or simply create a group by clicking the “+” 
on the top right, in selected group enroll a device by clicking the “mobile” button on the top left to 
acquire QR code or registry link. 



 
Use client device to scan QR code to register. 

 
or key in registry code sent from administrator 

 
3.6 Policies 

 
 



3.7 Functional Management 
Kiosk Settings 
Setup device managing policies and impose to group, click + to add different plicies. 

 

 
Note: The kiosk file is an editable HTML template file including placement of the application icons. 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 

 
APN Settings  



Setup APN policies and impose to designated group. 
 

 

 



 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 
 
WIFI Settings 
Setup WIFI policies and impose to designated group. 

 



 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 
 

 
 
Feature Control 
Setup control modules and policies, impose to designated group. 



 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 
 
Network Configuration 
Setup network policies and impose to designated group 



 

 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 



 
 
3.8 Application management 
Application Deployment 
Set up application deployment policies and impose to designated group 

 



 

Note: Software packages here are named in Android pattern like com.safeuem.wb  
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 



 
 
Blacklist 
Setup blacklist policies 

 

 

Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 
 



 

Whitelist 
Setup whitelist policies 

 

 

Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 



 
 
3.9 Content management 
Data collection 
Setup data collection policies to collect location information of installed applications and registered 
devices 

 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 



 
 
File Sync 
Upload and download files to synchronize with server 

 



 

path&format at server end: %public%\download 
path&format at client end: %sdcard%\downsync 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 



 

 
Enterprise shared folders 
To manage files on the server: create a folder, delete an empty folder, upload and delete files, and 
rename files and folders 
Setup policies for enterprise shared folders to download files from server to client end. 

 



 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 

 

 
3.10 Network management 
Firewall 
Setup firewall policies: to lock designated application from accessing or to restrict access to local 
server 



 

 

Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 

 
 
URL Blacklist 
Setup URL blacklist policies to restrict device access to enlisted addresses. 



 

 

Dispatch rules to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 

 
 
URL Whitelist 
Setup URL whitelist policies to impose device access to enlisted addresses only.  



 

 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 

 
 
3.11 Behavioral management 
Geo-Fencing 



 

 
Setup Geo-Fencing policies: select different rules to manage out-of-range devices. 



 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices automatically inherit relevant rules. 
 
SIM card binding 
Create binding policies 

 



 
Dispatch policies to group, all devices in the group automatically inherit relevant policies. 

 
 
3.12 Report 
Generate report including device info and online stats of designated group. 



 

 
3.13 System settings 

 
3.14 User list 
Add new users or administrators, and entitle with different authorization 

 



 
 
 
 
3.15 Batch device import 
Click batch import to operate, edit device to import in correct format, copy paste parameters into the 
checkbox to verify and then submit to finish the device import. 



 

 
3.16 Device naming patterns 
Choose device to name 

 
3.17 Types of map 



 

To select different types of map to locate or display Geo-Fence area， Baidu map and Here map are 
currently available for options. 
 
3.18 License 
To view system licensing info. 

 

3.19 About 
To view system version and published time. 



 


